SMP

MANAGE YOUR ESD PROCESS FROM...ANYWHERE!

SCS Static Management Program (SMP) continuously monitors your ESD process control system throughout all stages of manufacturing. SMP captures data from SCS workstation, equipment and ESD event continuous monitors and provides a real-time picture of critical manufacturing processes. All activity is stored into a database for on-going quality control purposes. SMP allows you to pinpoint areas of concern and prevent ESD events. Quantifiable data allows you to see trends, become more proactive and prove the efficiency of your ESD process control system.

1000 Series Metal-In Static Shielding Film Rolls
Dri-Shield® 2000 Series Moisture Barrier Film Rolls
MIL-PRF-81705E Film Rolls
PCL100 Clean Series Metal-In Static Shield Bag

2241 MagSnap 360™ Dual-wire Thermoplastic Wrist Strap
1964 Series Conductive Vinyl Floor Mats
770043 Multi-Ground Hub
770115 Ground Cord
R7 Series 2-Layer Rubber Worksurface Mats
8004 Charge-Guard ™ Surface & Mat Cleaner Wipes

770724 724 Plus Workstation Monitor
770760 Resistance Pro Meter Kit
CTM048-21 EM Eye - ESD Event Meter
770050 SMP Diagnostic Kit

NEW SCS STATIC CONTROL PRODUCTS

PACKAGING PRODUCTS

INSTRUMENTATION & TEST PRODUCTS

WORKSTATION & GROUNDING PRODUCTS